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The· Daily Eastern News
1811 Buzzard Hall
Eastern Illinois University
CharlestonJ IL 61920
217-581-2812
217-581-2923 (fax)

MARCH 30, 2022

DO WOMEN FEEL SAFE ON CAMPUS?
A survey by the News rece ived responses from 21 women or nonbinary people who conside r
themselves feminine/feminine-presenting.

WHAT DO YOU CARRY FOR SELF DEFENSE?
News Staff

Pepper spray

Editor-in-Chief
Conyn Brock
DENeic@gmail .com

Self defense Reychain

I usually feel safe

9.5%

News Editor
Ma delyn Kidd
den newsdesk@gmail.com

Personal alarm ■

Multimedia News Editor
Luke Taylor
dennewsdesk@gmail.com

Taser ■
0

Photo Editor
Ashanti Thomas
denphotosdesk@gmail.com
Associate Photo Editor
Rob Le Cates
denphotosdesk@gmail.com

5

10

No, I would not

It depends
4 _8 %

DO YOU FEEL SAFE
ASA WOMAN AT
EASTERN?

15

I always feel safe

4.8%

Sports Editor
Adam Tumino
densportsdesk@gmail.com
Assistant Sports Editor
Autumn Schulz
densportsdesk@gmail.com
Opinions Editor
Caitlin Craig
denop.eds@gmail.com

Faculty Advisers
Editorial Adviser
Joe Gison di
Photo Adviser
Greg Cooper

90.5%

No one who participated
in th is survey has used
one of the poles; the
answer "Yes and I have

WOULD YOU USE
ONE OF THE BLUE
EMERGENCY
. POLES?

+

About
The Daily Eastern News is produced by- the students
of Eastern Illinois University. It is published weekly on
Wednesday, in Virden, ill., during fall and spring semesters and online during the summer term. except
during u niversity vacations or examinations. One copy
per week is free to students and employees. Additional copies can be obtained _for 50 cents each in the Student Publications Office in Buzzard Hall.

00 YOU FEEL SAFE
WALKING ALONE
ON CAMPUS?

used one before" was
not selected.

Yes, I would if I needed to

90.5%

Publisher
Joe Gison di
Business Manager
Betsy J ewell

Always

Only during the day

ARE THERE ANY WAYS EASTERN COULD
HELP WOMEN FEEL SAFER ON CAMPUS?

76.2%

Survey respondents suggested self-defense classes, education on safety,
more lighting on campus and emergency phones inside buildings as well
as outside. Multiple respondents suggested that university police should
be more present on campus.

Advertising
To place an advertiseme!].t or classified ad in The Daily Eastern News, call the ads office at 581-2812 or
fax 581-2923. Visit our online advertisements at dailyeasternnews.com/ classifieds.
•

Comments / Tips
Contact any of the above staff members if you believ
your information is relevant.

Corrections
The Daily Eastern News is committed to accuracy. in its_
coverage of the news. Any factual error the staff finds
or is made aware of by its readers will be corrected as
promptly as possible. Please report any factual error
• you find to Editor-in-Chi~f Corryn Brock at 581-2812.

WHAT'S HAPPENING MARCH 30 --APR. 6
WrnN[rnAY
Student Senate Meeting
7 p.m. - Stevenson Hall
Tai Chi
4:30

p.m. - Kiwanis Parli

·Employment
If you would like to work for The Daily Eastern News
as a reporter, photographer, columnist, cartoonist, copy editor, designer or videographer, please visit at the newsroom at 181 1 Buzzard Hall.

&et social with The Daily Eastern lews
The Daily Eastern News

THUR~DAY
Brain Health: living Better as We
Age
1:30 p.m. - Charleston Carnegie
Public Library
Council on Academic -Affairs
2
Witters Conference Room,
Booth Library

p.m. -

thedailyeasternnews
@DEN_news
Visit our website: dailyeasternnews.com

Attentlo11 postmaster: Send address chaages to:
The Daily Eastern News
1802 Buzzard Hall
Eastern Illinois University
Charleston, IL 61920

fRIDAY -

SA1URDAY

MONDAY
• Tai Chi
4:30 p.m. - Kiwanis ParR

YOUR EVENT COULD
GO HERE- AND. ON
OUR ONLINE
CALENDARI

TU[mAY
Tai Chi
4:30 p.m. - Kiwanis Parli

SUNDAY-

CONTACT US •rrH A
DESCRIPTION OF THE
EVENT

W[DN[SDAY
Tai Chi
4:30 p.m. - Kiwanis Parli
Inclusive Excellence in Higher
Education
6:3 0 p.m. - Doudn a Fin e Arts
Center
Student Senate Meeting
7 p.m . - Stevenson Hall .

Send your event information to dennewsdesR@gmail.com to be added to our online and print calendars!
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Meth possession most common felolly in Coles
By Ryan Meyer

Campus Reporter I @meyer_ryan_twt
Meth possession was the most common felony committed in Coles County
in 2021.
As has been the case for the past
20 years, the felony numbers in Coles
County continue to fluctuate, as 2021,
with 636 felonies, is neither the highest
or lowest total since 2001. The highest
belongs to 2001, at 768, and the lowest
came in 2016, with 481.
Of last year's 636 felonies, possession of meth in quantities less than
five grams was the most common felony by far, accounting for 177 felonies, or
roughly 28 percent.
Eighty-eight of the less than five
grams meth possession charges came
from Mattoon and 55 came from
Charleston.
Coles County State's Attorney Jesse
Danley identified the highest percentage
of methamphetamine users to be white
males, ages 19 to 23.
The second-most common was domestic battery with other priors with 52
cases, and like the possession of meth
charges, Mattoon saw more cases than
Charleston with 21 and 14, respectively.
"I think that one, the domestic starts
over an argument and then escalates,
and then the police are called, and then
he or she will get arrested," said Melissa
Hurst, Coles County's Circuit Clerk.
Similar to those who relapse in drug
cases, Hurst noted that victims of domestic violence often call the police to
report the event and try to get orders of
protection, but then return to the courthouse weeks later asking for the cases to
be dismissed.
Hurst, who has been working in the
Coles County courthouse since 1996,
has been circuit clerk since 2012.
"Domestic (battery) is always a problem," Hurst said. "And we get a lot of domestics after holidays. Holidays, long
weekends, when people are together."
Among the common felonies were burglaries that didn't cause damage with 21
and burglaries with 14.
Hurst said t his is likely related to
the drug use in the county, estimating
that 80 percent of burglary charges are
drug-related.
"You'll have burglaries or you 'll have
thefts," Hurst said. "They're either trying to get money to go buy more drugs ...
so it's not just a drug charge, there
could be multiple charges within that
one case, but a lot of it's because it's
drug-related."
Judge Mitchell Shick, a circuit judge
for Coles County, also attributed much
of the burglaries as being drug and addiction-related, saying that it can involve
looking for things to "pawn to get their
drugs."
"I would say predominantly those
types of offenses, burglary, are all related to addiction issues," Shick said.
Hurst also noted the drug court offered in Coles County, which provides
those who have drug problems with a
way to address such problems in groups,
and mentioned that they have sponsors
who they can reach out to if they are
worried about relapsing.
Shick said that around 2004 , the
model was to find the addict and punish them by putting them in jail, both in

+

BY ROB LE CATES

I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

(Above) A bag of methamphetamine that was confiscated by Charleston Police Department on March 5.
(Below) A pipe with a smiley face sticker on it that was confiscated by Charleston Police Department on March 5.

Coles County and around the country. A
meeting with the state's attorney, probation officer and chiefs of police showed
them that for non-violent users, treatment should be the focus.
"Treatment is the key," Shick said.
"If the person is a non-violent offender,
it doesn't do any good to simply throw
them into prison, even if they continue
to use."
However, Hurst added that drug court
is not a one-time fix for everybody.
"Unfortunately, sometimes after
they've graduated, they fall right back
into it, because if you're running with

the same crowd, or the people that you
were that got you into trouble, then that
doesn't always help," Hurst said.
Danley told a story of a conflict that
started on social media and turned violent, involving a teenager who used a
fake bill in a drug deal. The teenager exchanges words on social media with the
drug supplier and decides to act on it,
shooting a gun at a house multiple children were living in.
Danley used this anecdote to illustrate
the negative effects social media can
have in leading to violence.
"But there's something about peo-

pie's lack of accountability when they're
talking to their peers and colleagues,
and respect goes right out the window,"
Danley said.
Danley, who has been serving in public office since 2012, pointed to social
media as one of the roots of crime during
his time.
"If I could point to one thing that has
been a catalyst to crime and just violent
crime, it's social media," Danley said. "I
despise it."

Ryan Meyer can be reached at
581-2812 or at rameyer(giu.edu.
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Danley: Students not large source of crime
By Madelyn Kidd
News Editor I @DEN_news

Crime rates can tell
a prosecutor, judge,
jury, the public or citizens many things,
but one of the hardest
discoveries in Charleston is discovering if
the crime in this college town is caused by
the university students
or the Charleston citizens who have been
here all along.

+-

With Charleston housing Eastern Illinois University, the city is bound to
see changes since the university was
founded here in 1895.
One of those changes has been an
increase in crime over the years, which
raises the question of who is committing these crimes.
Those arrested for these crimes
could be mostly Eastern students,
Charleston residents or people visiting
from cities with a higher crime rate to
visit their friends at Eastern.
However, while looking at Coles
County felonies from 2021, there aren't very many committed by Eastern
students or Eastern student's friends
from cities with higher crime rates. In
fact, of the 636 felony cases filed in
2021 in Coles County available on judici.com, only two, 0.3%, list Eastern
students as the individual being prosecuted for allegedly committing the felony.
_
Felonies include more serious crimes
and carry more severe sentences than
misdemeanors, which cover less serious offenses, which results in less severe sentences.
This number didn't surprise Coles
County State's Attorney Jesse Danley.
Danley said that it wasn't Eastern
students committing crimes today. He
said a bump in crimes related to Eastern students happened when the police used to crack down hard on college students drinking underage and
college parties where alcohol is involved.
"Eastern students cause far less
crime than the locals, absolutely,"
Danley said.
Of the two felonies committed by
Eastern students, one was charged
with possession of a lost credit or debit
card, which is a Class Four felony, the
lowest level felony charge in Illinois,
which can still result in prison time,
fine or other penalties despite being
a lower felony. For the second felony,
the Eastern student was charged with
possession of less than 5,000 grams of

cannabis, which is a Class One felony,
the second highest felony charge behind Class X. Class One felonies can
result in more severe sentences than a
Class Four felony would.
Eastern students' friends from larger cities with an increased crime rate
were also not the main cause for Coles
County felony charges from 2021.
Of the 636 felonies from 2021, 214
cases included an individual between
the ages of 18 to 29-years-old charged
with a felony.
In those 214 cases, 10 of those
charged resided in Chicago or Cook
County and three resided in the Champaign-Urbana area.
The addresses of each offender of
the 214 felony cases are located within:
Coles County- 158 cases
Charleston- 62 cases
Mattoon- 66 cases
Oakland- 1 case
Lerna- 3 cases
Humboldt- 1 case
Rardin- 2 cases
Unknown/Homeless- 23 cases
Eastern students- 2 cases
Douglas County- 10 cases
Cook County- 10 cases
Chicago- 7 cases
Clark County- 8 cases
Shelby County- 4 cases
Cumberland County- 4 cases
Champaign County- 3 cases
Macon County- 3 cases
Effingham County- 3 cases
Kankakee County- 2 cases
The following counties each have 1
offender residing there: Sangamon,
Edgar, Jackson and Crawford
The Eastern students were added to
Coles County despite not permanently residing there due to temporarily residing at Eastern.
The two Eastern students are froni
Casey, Ill. in Clark County and Baton
Rouge, La.
Outside of Charleston, a look into
other college towns reveals a similar
scenario within the crime rates.
Champaign County Circuit Clerk Susan McGrath said that while she didn't
know the accurate data for how many
crimes in the county are committed by
University of Illinois students, Champaign County had over 1,000 more felony cases in 2021.
Yet, she doubts very many felonies
were committed by U of I students,
and there would be only a few misdemeanors committed by U of I students.
Most crimes by college students tend
to occur on campus.
A U.S. Department of Education report said that from 2009 to 2018 overall on-campus crimes reported a 16
percent decrease.
However, from 2014 to 2017 there
was an eight percent increase in the
number of reported on-campus crimes,
despite the trend from 2009 to 2018.
Thus, it's not just in Charleston where a trend of university students not causing an increase in city
or county crime rates, but instead impacting the crime rates on university
campuses.

Madelyn Kidd can be reached at
581-2812 or at melddd@du.edu.

HOME COUNTIES OF THOSE CHARGED
WITH FELONIES IN COLES COUNTY
Coles County

158 cases

Douglas County

1O cases

Cook (:aunty

1Ocases

Clark County

8 cases

Shelby County

4 cases

Cumberland County

4 cases

Champaign County

3 cases

Macon County

3 cases

Effingham County

3 cases

Kankakee County

2 cases

Sangamon County

1 case

Edgar County

1 case

Jackson County

1 case

Crawford County

1 case

Graphic by Corryn Brock
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A 20-year history ~f crime rates in Coles County
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Coles County drug court: HOw the former'
By Lauren Frick
Contributing Writer

♦

Interstate 57.
Although the types of methamphetamines
have fluctuated over the years, one constant
Every community strives to develop an has been the drug's prevalence in Coles County. Ortega said methamphetamine has been
identity that distinguishes it from the rest.
But none seek out the notoriety associat- the driving force behind a lot of crime in the
ed with Coles County in 2004: "Meth Capital community throughout his eight years as the
of Illinois," according to the Decatur Herald & public defender, and data aligns with this sentiment.
Review.
In 2021, methamphetamine related charges
Nearly 20 years later, this reputation still
accounted for nearly one-third of all charges
weighs heavily on the community.
One-third of all 2021 felony charges by men in felony cases for felony cases, and approx~
in Coles County were attributed to metham- imately 75 percent of methamphetamine
phetamine, while the substance accounted for charges were attributed to Coles County residents. Additionally, nearly 80% of all methalmost half of all felony charges by females.
That's 143 men and 59 women who were amphetamine charges were classified as posarrested for taking the highly addictive stim- session of less than five ·grams, which further
ulant that affects the central nervous system. illustrates the shift away from manufacturing
More than 20,000 Americans died from meth charges.
Rural communities are generally not
overdoses in 2020, according to the National
equipped to offer substantive substance use
Health Institute.
Coles' cultural and geograpp..ical factors disorder treatment because of barriers in
predispose this rural community to meth- transportation and access to resources, acamphetamine abuse in comparison to urban cording to Danessa Carter, an assistant proor suburban areas. Similar factors also serve fessor at Eastern whose research focuses
as roadblocks to achieving adequate levels of on addictions and counseling in rural areas.
achievement in these same communities. The These communities typically lack an adequate
2004 article stated a combination of treat- number of treatment facilities or supportive
ment, the legal system, and prevention would ·services compared to urban areas.
be needed to address the rise in methamphetamine in the county. Coles County respondColes County Response: Drug Court
ed with the creation of a drug court th~t same
As a way to address the ongoing methamyear.
Coles County developed a way to com- phetamine issue, Coles County has a drug
bat this community poison through a treat- court, which is a form of probation that cenment-focused response to meth charges that ters on treatment and a high level of superis an outlier compared to other rural areas. vision. Successful completion of the program
Coles County drug court is an intensive pro- results in the drug conviction being removed
bation program with rehabilitation at its core. from an individual's record.
Carter noted the legal system can have a
Despite the program's sustained success,
drug court still only has the capacity to ac- positive effect on those who suffer from substance abuse. She ·said individuals rarely
commodate 35 participants at a time.
wake up one day and admit they have an adScope of the Methamphetamine Problem diction; it often takes a major event, such as
an arrest, to come to this conclusion. HowevMethamphetamine is predominantly seen er, Carter disililguished where the legal sysin rural areas and use has been on the rise tem goes wrong is with incarceration.
over the past decade. A drug chemistry laboCarter admitted that prison is successful in
ratory in Ohio reported a nearly 80% increase keeping dangerous people off the streets, yet
in methamphetamine cases from 2010 com- incarceration doesn't stop people from continuing to be dangerous toward themselves or pared to 2019.
Additionally, the 2017 Illinois Drug Assess- . others.
Judge Brien O'Brien, the Coles County
ment Survey classified Coles County in the
highest of five categories regarding metham- judge and drug court judge, said all drug usphetamine arrest rate.
ers should not go to prison because research
Anthony Ortega said he was shocked at the shows these individuals will repeat their
amount of methamphetamine cases when he crimes.
"The problem with that line of thinking is
became the public defender for Coles County in 2013. Ortega had come from Champaign that it doesn't change anything because, staCounty, where he had encountered an esti- tistically, people who are addicts when they go
mated five to 10 methamphetamine cases in to prison are still addicts when they get out of
. roughly nine years.
prison," OBrien said.
There are several components that led to
Carter said few prisons in Illinois offer submethamphetamine's prevalence in rural com- stance abuse treatment, and these programs
are underfunded and overwhelmed. Limitmunities such as Coles County. _
Methamphetamine used to be frequent- ed resources mean few inmates receive trea{ly manufactured in rural areas. Additionally, ment.
O'Brien said an individual must be apone of the main ingredients previously used
to make methamphetamine, anhydrous, was proved by the Department of Corrections in
easily accessible in farming communities. Or- order to receive addiction counseling while
tega recalled when he first started working in prison. Without a recommendation from a
in Coles County, many methamphetamine judge, there's no chance the individual will recharges were related to manufacturing due to ceive counseling, but a recommendation does
easy access to pseudoephedrine pills and oth- not guarantee trea~ent either.
er household items. Hqwever, these charges
Incarceration's inability to address the
decreased after a law passed that required an methamphetamine issue led to the creation of
ID to purchase the pills. Ortega says metham- the Coles County drug court in 2004, which
phetamine in the area has since transitioned O'Brien described as "an extremely intensive
from homemade to "factory-made" metham- form of probation." He said the court can be
phetamine that was introduced by Mexico. utilized by anyone with an addiction, but the
This methamphetamine is greater in quanti- court primarily sees methamphetamine users.
ty and potency, and Coles County still experiDrug court is designed_to help those with
ences easy accessibility due to its proximity to drug convictions who have previously been in

I @DEN_news

FELONY CHARGES BY
WOMEN IN 2021
l

Methamphetamine
related

143
IX

59W
ARRESTE
METHAM·

prison to receive treatment several times before - people who are in need of "a different
solution," according to OBrien.
Those who find themselves in drug court often have exhausted all other options.
"If he's gonna have a shot, this is it," said
Drug Court Officer Albert Adkins about a prospective candidate for drug court.

ered, which improves their chances of bejng
selected.
The drug court committee discusses the
evaluation score, as well as other factors such
as previous criminal history, education level,
family situation or support system, housing,
and transportation. The group must come to
a consensus whether the candidate will be admitted; if there is no consensus, the final decision is left to the judge.
Drug Court Committee
Not every person with a drug charge is elDrug court features an eight-me!Jlber com- igible for drug court; certain circumstances
mittee whose primary duties are to determine deem an individual an inappropriate cand:i--who will be selected for drug court and to . date who would .not be selected.
monitor them as they move through the proDealers are typically not accepted into drug
gram. The committee meets each Thursday . court, although exceptions are made for inq.iat 12:30 p.m. in a closed meeting to discuss viduals who sell drugs in order to fund their
drug court members' progress before drug addiction. People with violent offenses, such
court begins that same day at 1:30 p:m. at the as assault or battery charges are typically not
courthouse.
selected for drug court out of an abundance
Drug court committee has representatives of caution for the drug court officer who must
from multiple arms of the legal system, as conduct random home visits.
well as local counseling and mental health exAdditionally, there are certain charges that
perts. The committee consists of the follow- disqualify individuals automatically due td Iling positions: judge (OBrien), mental health linois statutes. These charges include murder,
representative (Christine Hughes and Ton- predatory criminal sexual assault of a child
ya Franklin, LifeLinks Mental Health), treat- and aggravated sexual assault.
ment professional (Carter and Tammi Clancy,
Hour House), drug court officer (Adkins), drug
Structure of Drug Court
court coordinator (probation officer), prosecutor (Benjamin Hoover, assistant state's atThe estimated time to complete drug court
torney), public defender (Ortega) and law en- can vary from case to case, but the minimuµl
forcement representative (Tyler Heleine, chief amount of time to complete the program is
deputy Coles County sheriff's department).
two years and one month. To graduate from
Selection Proceaa
drug court, an individual must complete five '
phases.
To be considered for drug court, an individOnce an inqividual is selected for drug
ual must have a pending charge, and their at- court, they go straight into residential treattorney must request a drug court evaluation ment with Hour House in Charleston and they
to be approved by the judge.
begin working on their phases. A minimum
The evaluation consists of an hour-and-a- amount of time is attached to each phase,
half assessment conducted by Adkins; who with the lowest being three months and highinterviews the candidate to determine their est being six months.
score on a list of objective criteria. The highEach phase also h~s a varymg level of suer the score, the more at-risk they are consid- pervision and restrictions; as one moves from
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eth Capital of Illinois' responds to addiction
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· phase one to five, these components lessen.
For example, an individual in phase one must
attend drug court every Thursday, while an
individual in phase three must only attend ev, ery third week
Below are the requirements that must be
met in order for an individual to move from
phase one to phase two:
•90 days in a row of sobriety
•Submit phase up request telling what was
, learned during the phase, what the individual
intends to learn in phase two and how they'll
achieve this
•Abide by all the rules of the phase;
•Meet with drug court officer at least once
a week
•Attend drug court at least once a week
•Attend a minimum of four community
· support groups a week
•Get a sponsor within 30 days of entering
the program
•Attend all recommended counseling sessions
•Cooperate with all random drug tests
•Abide by 8 p.m. curfew
• No travel outside of the county unless for
an emergency
•Complete community service if not employed
• ...
•Attend the monthly drug court support
,group meeting I
•Work toward achieving stable housing and
employment
Each phase has its own set of requirements, and the drug court committee has
the final say on whether an individual will be
phased up or not.
Throughout the program, individuals are
expected to relapse or not follow the rules, so
the committee is responsible for determining
, the correct sanctions. Ideally, the sanction is
chosen to fit the severity of the infraction, or
continued infractions. Examples of sanctions
range from therapeutic adjustment and communjty _service to small amounts of jail time
0

seeing addiction as a moral failure as opposed
individuals.
According to Ortega, the drug court com- to the brain disease it actually is.
O'Brien said he tries to do his part to edumittee disqualifies cases with charges deemed
Class Two, Class One, or Class X, which are cate the community on drug court by speaking to clubs in the area whenever he is invited.
the three most serious crime classifications.
Out of the 202 felony cases related to meth- He admitted that he had his own misconcepamphetamine in Coles County in 2021, 51 tions about drug court before becoming the
cases had charges with one or more of these judge over five years ago.
"When I became the drug court judge, I was
classifications. This means that there are 151
pessimistic,"
O'Brien said. "I was in the school
potential drug court cases.
Some of these cases feature repeat qffend- of thought that if you break the law then you
ers, and not all of the individuals represent- should be punished, and you need to go to
ed by these cases are guaranteed to fit the ap- prison. But then I was enlightened."
O'Brien attributed his shift in mindset to
propriate criteria to be selected for drug court;
the
mandatory training that each person
however, even if a quarter of these cases had
must
complete before serving on the drug
individuals that would ~ a perfect fit for drug
court, there would not be room to accommo- court committee.
date them. Approximately 20 people are curAddressing Relapse
rently in the program, but the roughly twoyear process means spots don't become availAddiction is ·a constant battle and recovery
able frequently.
is
a
lifelong process, said Carter. While graduO'Brien would love to see the drug court
expand to accommodate 50 people, or even ation from drug court reduces the chances of
etamine twice that, one day. For this to be accom- relapse and reoffending, these outcomes are
plished, more funds would have to be allocat- definitely a possibility. Relapse throughout the
ed
for more judges, lawyers and, especially, process of drug court, especially in the first
d
phases, is almost expected.
drug court officers.
If relapse is expected, the question then beAdkins is the .only drug court officer, concomes
how many chances should an individducting meetings and making random home
visits each week for each drug court partici• ual be afforded?
Jesse Danley, the state's attorney for Coles
pant. O'Brien said he believes 15 to 20 participants is a manageable amount for Adkins, so County, believes there are two schools of
even the court's maximum capacity of 35 can thought when answering that question, with
no middle ground between the two. Danley
be too many.
The question of acquiring the funds needed said one camp of thinking centers on rehafor drug court expansion would be one for the bilitation. Individuals that subscribe to this
thinking advocate for multiple chances until
~raphic by Luke Taylor Coles County Board, said Ortega
the treatment sticks.
Daniey described the second viewpoint as
and being phased down ..
Barriers to Expansion
"the prosecutorial-minded people," which
The county currently does not allocate he identified with. He said he supports drug
Success of Drug Court
enough funds in order to finance the addition court, but says that if people on the court
don't take advantage of their first couple of
O'Brien, Carter and Ortega have all had the of the necessary positions for expansion.
But that's not the only challenge.
chances, then it is time to "move on."
opportunity to see the process of drug court
There's
also
the
stigma
surrounding
addicHe attributed this mindset primarily to his
up-close, and all sing nothing but its praises.
tion
that
serves
as
a
roadblock
to
a
commudepartment's
limited resources, stating that
Carter says she "can't stress enough" how
impactful the drug court program has been in nities' ability-to priorit:iz.e rehabilitation as the he didn't want to "waste tax dollars" on prosColes County, boasting about the coures ac- preferred method of addressing drug charges. ecuting the individuals who continually reofCarter said this stigma is more difficult to fend.
complishments. Carter noted the court's suc"I've got a judge right now on the felony
cess lies in its outlook on addiction - rehab, break in rural communities. This is because
these
communities
generally
have
a
"pull
bench
that believes addicts deserve as many
not prison. She said the program recognizes
addiction as a disease, so committee members yourself up by your bootstraps" mentality and chances as it takes, and I am tired of filing
often defer to Hour House's treatment recom- individuals are often taught to keep problems these drug offense charges on the same person," Danley said.
to themselves.
mendations.
"There's
much
more
resistance
to
acceptDanley admitted this way of thinking is
Ortega said he has seen the success of the
program first-hand through the recent gradu- ing the disease model of addiction that it is "cold and calculated," but he deems it necesation of an individual whom he described as a brain disease," Carter said. "It's a chronic sary for his department to operate effectively
and pervasive relapsing disease, but instead with the resources allotted.
"out in the wild."
Danley, a drug court proponent, acknowl"He never had a job, always intoxicate~, it's looked at like a moral failure or inability to
choose
right
from
wrong."
edged
that prison will not fix the root cause of
just riding his bike around Mattoon using
methamphetamine
crime, saying it should be
drugs, and now he's a normal human being
Carter emphasized that rural communities
who works," Ortega said.
often have government ins6tutions that view used when it's "the only tool left in the belt."
Carter _said the response to a person's conOutside of personal testimony, reduced re- substance use disorder as a moral issue, rather
than
a
health
issue.
tinually
reoffending should be to "keep assesscidivism rates can also be used to measure
ing."
She
said sometimes there's just one asthe success of drug court.
The answers for breaking the s~gma lie
pect
missing
to reaching that individual's sucRecidivism refers to an individual with a within the community.
cessful
treatment
strategy. Her outlook was
conviction reoffending. Sixty-eight percent
Carter said a key to breaking the stigma is
largely
influenced
by her father, who also
to
reduce
the
anonymity
associated
with
adof drug offenders are rearrested within three
worked
in
addiction
counseling.
years of their release from prison, according to diction.
"My
dad
has
this
saying ~at as long as
the National Institutes of Health.
Reducing anonymity is as simple as listensomebody's
still
breathing,
there's still a
ing
to
community
members'
recovery
stories
Substantial research illustrates that drug
chance
for
recovery,"
Carter
said.
"It's only if
courts significantly reduce recidivism rates to hear about their productive and healthy
amongst drug offenders. Since O'Brien be- lives. Carter said this is "a really .power- they've died that we've lost any of that opporcame the drug court judge in October 2016, ful thing,• especially when someone is learn- tunity."
Carter added that there is no myme or reathere have been 48 graduates of the program. ing from a person they know or look up to.
son
to recovery; one never knows when everyO'Brien estimates that no more.than eight O'Brien said he encourages community memgraduates have reoffended, which is approx- bers to attend drug court on Thursdays. He thing will click for them.
"So I think we keep trying. And, no matter
imately a 15% recidivism rate.
said it would be a prime opportunity to see
first-hand how the program operates, as well what, we have to remember to be grateful for
Poaibility of Expansion?
as the progress being made by fellow commu- every day that there is recovery," Carter said.
nity members.
The next step would be to expand and inLauren Frick can be reached at 581Education is also esse~tial, Carter said. It
2812 or at ltrifricJc@m:Ledu.
crease the current maximum capacity of 35 is imperative that the perspective shifts from
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Don't blame 'those kids from Chicago'
When you say 'it's those kids from Chicago' committing crime in Charleston,
what do you really mean?
As students at Eastern, we have all
heard comments from Charleston residents saying that college students drive
the crime up in town, and more specifically, that it is the students from Chicago
bringing crime to the small rural community surrounding our campus. But is it?
Recent research into crime rates in
Coles County showed that of the 636 felony charges filed in 2021, only two were
filed against students and seven were
filed against Chicago residents 18-29.
The two students who were charged
with felonies were fr<:>m Casey, Ill. and
Baton Rouge, La.
It leads you to wonder what students
people are talking about when they say
Eastern students are responsible for a
great portion of crime in the area, and
further, what they mean when they say it
is caused by students from Chicago.
However, you do not have to think
too hard to find an answer to that q\J.eStion, because they mean students of color more often than not and are dog whistling racist ideologies.
Dog whistling can oftentimes go unnoticed, but is nevertheless dangerous and
needs to be addressed . Unlike blatant

ARE BRINGING CRIME TO
CHARLESTON!"

HIGHER CRIME RATES!"

"EVERYONE IS SO POLITICALLY
CORRECT NOWADAYS, I CANT
EVEN MAKE JOKES ANYMORE!"

'

."WE NEED TO BRING LAW AND
ORDER BACK TO
CHARLESTON!"

Graphic by Corryn Br:ock
racism, it is easy to look over on acci- quences.
dent or miss the hidden meaning behind
So, the next time you hear someone
it, but it carries the same harmful conse- · make a claim about 'those Eastern kids

from Chicago,' think about the deeper
meaning behind it and what you can do
to st?P racist rhetoric in its tracks.

+

"The syntax of prejudice-threaded into conversation
with the perfect pauses and facial expressions-was like
Quote of the Week: ciphers and spy codes. The meaning clear to thos_
e it
was meant for. To everyone else, it was harmless
scribbles. Easy enough to deny."
Sonali Dev
Education

Childhoods and education are lost to crime
Crime has a lot of impacts in different areas of life. One of those areas
is ~ducation. Whenever or wherever
there is crime, there could be a possibility of disrupting the education of
one or several people. These students
can be as young as kindergarten or
even as ~ld as secondary education.
Distinct types of crime can have different impacts on a person.
F_o r example, if a student is involved in gang activity, there is lost
time for school or homework . It is far
too often that we see younger children involved in these types of situations . It may even cause fear when
going to school for those who may .
be there. Children may be exposed
to traumatic events that are harmful
to not only their education, but their
childhood .
There is no room for those children
.to have a normal childhood when
they are constantly exposed to crime .

Ellen Dooley
Their thinking and learning is compromised , and they view life as they
see it: a world of violence and aggression . Now, not every child who is exposed to crime thinks this way , but
they are sometimes forced to "grow
up" quick or way too soon.
How c an a high school student

study hard or be involved if they are
constantly the sole provider for their
siblings or family? Crime does not
only affect the victims, but the family and friends of the victim. If parents
are taken too soon from their children, they not only have a traumat.ic event to live with, but they may feel
the need to step up and take on their
parents' responsibilities. Thus, their
daily life is impacted and there may .
be zero room for an education.
Education is the key to success.
If that key is somehow lost to crime,
there seems to be a lost sense of success . We may see students lose motivation and drop out , or just not be
fully involved in their learning process. But how do we combat these
problems? How do we enable those
affected by crime to keep going?
It is extremely hard to cope with a
trauma tic event or to come from an
uns table hous ehold . The main thing

we can do is support these students.
We can listen to them , give them re-_
sources, or even just let them know
that we are there for them and their
success . We can encourage them to
keep going and defy the odds and define their future. Many students ·may
feel a sense of a legacy of illegal activities from their guardians. It is important to remind them that they are _
in control of their life, and we are not
who our parents were.
Crime can tear a child a part. It can
take away their childhood and education, leaving them with trauma. As a
future educator, it is important to fo cus on these children and give them
the best opportunities for them to
succeed into who they want to be.

Ellen Dooley is a sophomore
special education major. She can
be reached at 581-2812 or at emdooley@eiu.edu.
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Film Critique

"The Adam Project" is surprisingly emotional
"The Adam Project" was recently released on Netflix in 2022 and
was directed by Shawn Levy. It stars
Ryan Reynolds, Walker Scobell, Jennifer Garner, Mark Ruffalo, and Zoe
Zaldana.
It tells the story of a time-traveling pilot from the future named
Adam, played by Reynolds, who accidentally travels to 2022 where he
meets his 12-year-old self. With the
help of his younger self, Adam embarks on a daring mission to change
the future and to stop future abusers of time travel.
To start, the chemistry between
all the actors is fantastic, whether
it is both versions of Adam interacting, or his father, played by Ruffalo, talking with his mother, played
by Garner. Ruffalo and Garner carry
on their chemistry that was present
in the 2004 film "13 Going on 30,"
in which they also played a couple.
The acting is very fun and appro-

Drew Coffey
priate for the tone this movie wants
to have. This film is not meant to be
a purely realistic take on time travel
and is more focused on greatly entertaining the audience, in which it
succeeds quite well.
The action scenes are filmed in
a very fresh and interesting way,
with the camera soaring through the

scene as if it is an interactive element of the story. With it being a
sci-fi action film, there are many opportunities for creative weapons and
technologies to be used in these action scenes .
The visual effects are exceptionally good and believable for the most
part.
However, in the final act of the
film, the visual effects are far more
noticeable than the rest of the film.
As a result, it slightly takes viewers
out of the movie because it becomes
apparent that it is not a real environment that we are seeing.
Nevertheless, what is most notable about this film is the emotional and endearing scenes between the
characters.
With the older version of Adam
growing to regret certain decisions
he made in the past, he is given the
opportunity to help the younger version of himself avoid the same mis-

takes. This helps gives the audience
a more personal connection to Adam's character and the decisions he
makes throughout the film.
In terms of what this film lacks, I
would say that the younger version
of Adam is slightly underutilized
when compared to the older version.
Young Adam, played by Scobell,
gives a very impressive performance,
and matches Ryan Reynold's energy
well, resulting in great banter between the two. However, it feels as
though Reynolds takes a little too
much of the spotlight in moments of
the film.
In the end, "The Adam Project" delivers a satisfying and action-packed
sci-fi film that develops its characters strongly with emotional scenes.
My overall rating: 3.5/5.
Dn!w Cojfeg is a freshman t.elevision
and video production major. He can be
rmched at 581-2812 or at akt:offe!lgiu..

Philosophy

What is obstetric violence and how can we overcome it
Obstetric violence is a relatively new
term used to describe a long-standing
problem. First coined by Venezuela in
2007, obstetric violence is psychological
or physical abuse, coercion and/or manipulation done to a woman during pregnancy, childbirth, or postpartum.
Obstetric violence became prevalent
when the medicalization of birth was popularized in the late 1800s. Pre-medicalization, birth was women-focused and
was understood not just as a physical,
but a highly emotional process demanding support.
Once birth started becoming a medical
process, attitudes about birth shifted.
Birth, in the way it was experienced
and described in medical texts, was an
affliction that needed to be treated. By
framing birth as a medical procedure,
it becomes impersonalized and inspires
medical intervention even when not necessary.
This is harmful as research has shown
that certain interventions increase mortality risk for both the mother and infant
when not necessary. Researcher Lauren
Jansen, Ph.D., said, "Every intervention
presents the possibility of untoward ef-

Gisella Mancera
fects and additional risks that engender
the need for more interventions with their
own inherent risks."
One of the worst examples of obstetric
violence was depicted in the 3-part Brazilian documentary, "The Birth Reborn,"
on Netflix. About 10 years ago, Brazil had
a cesarean section rate of 55% in public
hospitals, while some private hospitals
had rates upwards of 80%.
The World Health Organization declares the ideal C-section rate is 10-15%.
So why was the C-section rate so high?

In Brazilian hospitals doctors found
out they could charge more for C-sections
and they could schedule it into their busy
schedules rather than attend to a laboring woman for hours.
When interacting with any form of
healthcare system, you are engaging in a
hierarchy in which the doctor holds medical authority. Coupled with the prevalent
system of patriarchy, women lose autonomy in the decisions being made over their
bodies.
The doctor is the one with the power:
they can withhold or grant procedures or
medications, and are seen as having authority in knowledge, which can influence
decision making.
Many women who wanted to birth naturally were coerced and lied to by doctors
to manipulate the patient into getting a
C-section. At its worst, doctors would
assure their patient that natural birth
would be possible, only to show them a
fake ultrasound, making claims that the
umbilical cord was wrapped around the
neck, and they need~d to operate immediately.
When women do labor, there is video
evidence of verbal abuse, as doctors have
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become impatient and unfamiliar with
the natural process of birth.
Thankfully Brazil has made some
changes, although it is still an issue.
The U.S. has a C-section rate 31.8% as
of 2020, which isn't horrible, but there's +
room for improvement as women still face
maltreatment by doctors, especially black
women who experience a higher maternal
mortality rate.
I think obstetric violence is an interesting topic that highlights the need for phenomenology in research. Phenomenology focuses on how we experience and feel
about a phenomen0n. We can't be fooled
by numbers, even while it is great that
babies are being born healthy, we cannot
systematically traumatize women in the
process.
Healthy babies cannot be the only
standard by which we asses a successful birth. Consideration needs to be given to how women experience birth emotionally and reclaiming autonomy in birth
decisions.
Gisella .Mancera is a senior sociolo-

gy major. She can be reached at 5812812 or at gomancera@rlu.edu.
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Former RB charged with possessing 6 pounds of edibles
By Corryn Brock
Editor-in-Chief I @DEN_news

Former Eastern running back Darshon McCullough appeared in court to
address two felony charges resulting
from Unofficial weekend on Thursday
afternoon.
The two felonies, a Class Two and
Class Three, were for possession of between 500 and 2,000 grams of cannabis with intent to deliver and unlawful
possession of psilocybin mushrooms
with intent to deliver.
According to a police report, McCullough was driving on Lincoln Avenue when he was pulled over for a
traffic stop after allegedly exceeding
the speed limit.
As police conducted the traffic stop
a faint odor of cannabis was noticeable and seemed to be coming from
the vehicle. McCullough was asked for
permission to search the vehicle but
he declined.
A K9 then performed a free air sniff
around the car, and the dog alerted
police to drugs in the vehicle, according to the report.
When asked what was in the vehicle, police say McCullough informed
them psilocybin mushrooms were in
the glove box of the vehicle.
Police then found 12.37 grams of
psilocybin mushrooms in the glove
box and 2.97 grams in the center console. After further searching, police allege they found two boxes containing
3,053 grams, roughly six pounds, of
+ cannabis edibles.
The arresting officer said in his experience, the amount of psilocybin
mushrooms and cannabis edibles located indicated the possibility of intent to deliver.

FILE PHOTO

I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Eastern running back Darshon McCullough carries the ball in a game against Tennessee Tech on Oct. 7, 2017. McCullough ran for 84 yards in the game, which the
Panthers won 24-23.

McCullough was then taken into
custody where he was further questioned.
He said he purchased the psilocybin
mushrooms two months prior to his
arrest, and they had been in his car

since then, according to the report.
He allegedly also said he was mailed
the cannabis edibles from out of state
and planned to give them out at Unofficial parties but not charge anyone
for them. He added he did not intend

to sell the psilocybin mushrooms.
McCullough's next status hearing is
set for April 28 at 9 a.m.

Corryn Brock can be reached at
581-2812 or at deneic@JJmaiLcom.

COLUMN

Watson's signing encapsulates the worst qualities of sports
At their best, sports can unite and
inspire people. But at their worst,
sports can make us questions the
very reason we like them in the first
place.
The ugly side of sports reared its
head again last week when the Cleveland Browns traded for and then
signed quarterback Deshaun Watson
despite the fact that Watson is facing
22 civil lawsuits from massage therapists accusing him of sexual assault
and misconduct.
The signing came almost immediately after a grand jury declined to
bring crinimal charges against Watson, and that was apparently all the
Browns needed to hear to bring him
aboard.
Watson signed a five-year contract
for $230 million, all guaranteed, the
highest-paying contract in NFL history.
Although it seems that Watson will
not be facing criminal charges, the
Browns still prepared for the possibility of Watson being suspended for the
season, structuring his contract so
it only pays $1 million next season,
shielding Watson from the potential of
missing out on much more money.
It is hard to know where to direct

Adam Tumino
anger in this situation. Much of it can
certainly be aimed at the Browns organization, which seemingly shelved
any morals in order to sign an objectively gifted quarterback.
.
General manager Andrew Berry
said that the team conducted an investigation before ·signing Watson,
but evidently did not reach out to any
of the women filing suits against Watson or the lawyer, Tony Buzbee, representing them.
The team proved that they do not
care about the accusers in the slightest, not even doing the bare minimum
by reaching out to them.
Watson has steadfastly denied the
accusations from the beginning, but
his complete lack of remorse throughout the process hardly makes him a
sympathetic character.
But perhaps the most depressing

part of this whole ordeal is that once
Watson takes the field in Cleveland,
he will probably play very well.
I shudder thinking about the sight
of 70,000 people standing and cheering his first touchdown pass in a
Browns jersey.
There are certainly many Cleveland
fans who will not cheer for Watson
and are deeply torn about his signing, but a large number of Browns
fans will forgive everything once Watson starts winning.
We have created a sports culture
where, if someone is talented enough,
any problems they cause off the field
will be largely ignored.
This was proven by more NFL news
that broke around the time of Watson's signing, when the Kansas City
Chiefs traded wide receiver Tyreek
Hill to the Miami Dolphins.
While at Oklahoma State in 2014,
Hill pleaded guilty to charges of felony domestic assault and battery by
strangulation after choking his pregnant girlfriend and punching her in
th~ face and stomach. He received three
years probation and was kicked off Oklahoma State's football and track teams.
He continued playing at West Alabama
before getting drafted by the Chiefs, de-

spite his arrest.
Then in March 2019, Hill was investigated after his three-year-old son suffered
a broken arm.
Hill was not charged for the incident,
and investigators said they were certain a
crime had taken place but they could not
prove it.
Watching ESPN on the day of the Hill
trade was jarring, seeing the anchors transition from the somber coverage of Watson to talking about how big the Hill trade
would be for Miami, not once referencing
his past.
I fear this same thing will happen with
Watson.
Several years from now, ESPN may be
discussing a team's signing a domestic
abuser or sexual predator and then transition into highlights of Watson's performance in the NFL playoffs.
It can be hard to rationalize a love for
sports when it seems like winning is prioritized over morality and when touchdowns
matter more that human lives.
It has been a problem for years, and will
unfortunately continue to be. Talent is the
only thing that really matters, as the NFL
proves time and time again.

Adam Tumino can be reached at
581-2812 or ajtumino@rlu.edu.
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Track and field teams to host EIU Big Blue Classic
By Adam Tumino

Sports Editor I @adam_tumino
The 2022 outdoor track season is
underway, and the Eastern men's
and women's track and field teams
will host the EIU Big Blue Classic Friday at O'Brien Field.
The men's team opened its season
last weekend, competing in the Raleigh Relays on March 24 and March
25. The Big Blue Classic will be the
first outdoor meet for the women 's
team .
In Raleigh, Eastern standouts Jaime Marcos and Dustin Hatfield had
solid outings .
Marcos finished 17th in the men's
10,'000 meter with a time of 30:08.78.
Hatfield se t yet another school record, this time 13:53 .21 in the men 's
5,000 meter, good for a second-place
finish in the event.
The men 's team is entering the out.door season looking to defend its
championship , having won the OVC
Outdoor Championships last season.
The women 's team placed fourth in
that event and is coming off a sixthplace finish in the OVC Indoor Championship last month . The men placed
second in the Iridoor Championship .
The field events will get underway at 11 a.m. Friday with the track
events beginning 4 p.m .' .
BY ROB LE CATES

Adam Tumino can be reached at
581-2812 or ajtumino@nu.edu.
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Members of the Eastern track team compete in the men's mile at the John Craft Invitational on Jan. 15, 2022 in the Lantz Field House. Eastern's Jamie Marcos (3)
finished the race with a time of 4:12.83, placing first out of 18 runners.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ +.

Athletes of the 1s·sue
RACHEL PAPAVASILOPOULOS

.TREVOR NICHOLSON

One of the top tennis players in Eastern
history started off 2022 conference play
strong over the weekend.
Senior Rachel Papavasilopoulos picked
up a win at No. 1 singles against Tennessee-Martin, winning the sets 6-4, 6-1. In her
career, Papavasi1opoulos has climbed into
several Eastern top-10 lists and is second in
program history in singles wins.

Eastern pitcher Trevor Nicholson continued his stellar start to the season in the
Panthers' first conference series against
Tennessee-Martin.
Nicholson struck out 14 batters in a win
Friday, and was then named one of 30 players on the National Players of the Week list.
He is ranked fifth in the nation with 15.43
strikeouts per nine innings.
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Eastern; SEMO sit atop OVC baseball stc1ndings
By Autumn Schulz
Assistant Sports Editor I @autschulz

+

The baseball teams of the OVC wrapped
up their first week of conference play and after a long weekend of competing, the Eastern Illinois Panthers sit at the top after
sweeping UT-Martin.
Senior left-handed pitcher Trevor Nicholson was a key contributor to the Panthers'
first game against the Skyhawks last Friday. He pitched a complete game while allowing five hits, three earned runs, and had
14 strikeouts.
His performance earned him a spot as
one of the National Players of the Week by
Collegiate Baseball and OVC Pitcher of the
Week. He ranks fifth nationally in strikeouts
per innings (15.43).
·
The Skyhawks are last in the conference
with a record of 0-3 and an overall record of
7-14 and are currently on a five-game losing
streak. Casey Harford is leading the team
with a .359 batting average while the Skyhawks sit at last place in the conference for
team batting with a .242.
The Skyhawks are in seventh place in the
conference for team pitching with a 6.07
ERA. Jacob Smith leads the way with_a 1.86
ERA through 9.2 inning pitched.
. Southeast Missouri is right behind the
Panthers in the standings with a 17-5 overall _record and a 3-0 record in conference
play. The Redhawks sweeped SIUE in a
three-game series, making it their fourth
sweep of the season.
The Redhawks' lineup is led by Brett Graber who is batting .356 with a .575 slugging percentage. Graber reached base for
the 22nd consecutive game against the
Cougars. Andrew Keck went 3-for-4 with a
_home run to help complete the sweep Sunday afternoon.
SIUE is eighth in the conference with a
0-3 record and an overall record of 10-11.
Josh Ohl 12th in the conference for individual batting with a .357 average. Kaid
Karnes is fourth in individual pitching with
a2.66ERA.
Belmont is third in the conference with

BY BRIAN BARRETT
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Eastern shortstop Ja'Lil Akbar high fives teammates after scoring a run in Eastern's road game against McNeese State on March 19. Akbar was 1-for-4 w~h the run in
the game, which Eastern lost 6-3.
a 2-1 record and an overall record of 169. The Bruins dropped one of their three
games against Austin Peay to open conference play. The Bruins are third in team batting average with a .280 and second in ti:,am
pitching with a 4 .29 ERA.
Freshman outfielder Guy Lipscomb leads
the team with a .400 batting average and a
:541 slugging percentage. Jalen Borders is
third in the conference in individual pitching
with a 2.61 ERA through 31innings.
Austin Peay is sixth in conference standings with a 1-2 record with an overall record
of 8-17. Jack Alexander leads the team with
a .4 20 batting average while Harley Gollert
leads the team on the mound with a 4.75

ERA.
Morehead State is fourth in the conference with a 2-1 record and an overall record.of 9-14. The Eagles got the series win
against their OVC rivals Murray State over
the weekend, ending the series with a 10-2
win. Eagle Jackson Feltner is last in the
conference for individual batting with a .352
average
Murray State is fifth in the conference
with a 1-2 record and an overall record of
14-8. The Racers are fifth in team batting
with an average of .273 and third in team
pitching with a 4 .43 ERA. Jacob Pennington
is seventh place in the conference for individual batting with a .364.

Tennessee Tech has yet to begin conference play as they sit at seventh place in the
conference with a 0-0 record and an overall
record of 15-7. The Golden Eagles dropped
their three-game series to Bradley Universi-

ty.
The Golden Eagles are first in the conference for team batting average with a .319.
Ed Johnson leads the team with a .441 batting average and a .706 slugging percentage. Peyton Ca,litri leads the team on the
mound with a 2.81 ERA through 41 innings
pitched.

Autumn Schulz can be reached at
58 1-2812 or acschulz(giu.edu.

Eastern Softba ll t eam in 3rd place in OVC w ith 4-2 ·record
By Adam Tumino
Sports Editor I @adam_tumino

The Eastern softball team dropped
a series for the first time in conference
play, losing two_of three games to Tennessee State after opening conference
play with a sweep of Morehead State.
The Panthers are still 4-2 in conference play, putting them in third place in
the OVC standings.
Murray State and Belmont are both
6-0 to lead the conference. Murray State
has won 12 games in a row overall and
Belmont is on a nine-game winning
streak.
A trio of 3-3 teams sit behind Eastern
in the standings, with Tennessee Tec_h,
Tennessee-Martin and Southeast Missouri sitting at .500.
Tennessee Tech got swept by Tennessee-Martin to open the season and then
swept Southeast Missouri the following
weekend.
Tennessee-Martin then got swept by

Murray State.
Tennessee State and Austin Peay both
sit at 2 -4 with 1-5 Morehead State in
ninth place and 0-6 Southern Illinois-Edwardsville inhabiting last place.
Tennessee-Martin leads the conference
with 174 runs with Eastern right behind
with 173 runs . Tennessee Tech has 170
runs, 15 more the fourth-ranked Murray
State.
Murray State leads the way with its
pitching, posting a team ERA of just
1.17, rankmg fourth in all of Division I.
Tennessee-Martin's team ERA of 2 .98
ranks second in the conference, and the
teams ranked third through eighth are
all within a run of that mark.
Eastern ranks fourth with a 3.29 ERA
while Morehead State'e ERA of 7. 10
ranks last by a margin of more than two
runs and sits near the bottom of the nation.

Adam Tumino can be reached at
581 -2812 or ajtumino@pu.edu.
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Eastern p~ched Alexa Rehmeier prepares to face a batter in game one of a doubleheader against Morehead
State on March 20 at Williams Field. Rehmeier threw a complete game shutout, striking out 10 batters as
Eastern won 4-0.
BY ADA M TU M I NO

